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MINORITY LEADER GEPHARDT ADDRESSES LAw ScHOOL

Students Offer Mixed Response
BY

MIKE SACHS

RG Staff Reporter
Dean Jeffery Lehman knew it was
too good of an opportunity to pass up.

W hen a man who once ran for

President and may do so again in the

future walks into your office, you have

to ask if he will give a speech at your
school.

T hat's exactly what happened.

During a February visit to Ann Arbor
to attend The Law School Class of 1965

30-year reunion, the Missouri Demo
photo by Jon Brennan

Missou ri Democrat and House Minority Leader Dick Gephardt returned
to Ann Arbor for his 30 year law school class reuniqn. Gephardt
spoke to a packed crowd of students, faculty and alumni as part of the

crat walked over to his old "stomping
grounds" to meet the new Law School

dean.

Lehman promptly asked

Gephardt to speak. On October 6 the

weekend's festivities.

Minority Leader addressed an audience

Civil Rights Symposium

in Honigman Auditorium.

Two

Day Event

JEREMY SHERE
RG Staff Reporter

BY

.

•
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of students, faculty, and visiting alumni
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Derrick Bell , the eloque t and di

.·

hut<!.,lVI

..
of law at NYU, glanced mearungfqlly
.
·.·.
Hall attending the Oct. 13-i4 Cl�il Rights Sym

il

.·

profe�

I)l seat of 100 Hutchins

p&sh\ai.Jidii �J:'��s lilting
.

voice: "Racism has messed up Black folk in this country .. .

to the white people."

Vuft�t's done

Gephardt achieved national fame

in 1988 when he managed to win sev

eral states in the Democratic presiden
tial primaries before dropping out of the

race due to lack of campaign funds.

Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis

went on to win the nomination and lose

the general election to George Bush.

Realizing that the Law School au

dience probably was not in the mood

Bell's comment, prompting laughter and loud applause from the multi-ethnic

for a partisan speech, Gephardt stayed

of honest and blunt inquiry evident throughout the Symposium: "Towards A New

such as Medicare and balancing the

crowd of over three hundred students and university faculty, epitomized the spirit

Reform or Rhetoric."

Please see Civil

Rights.

p. 4

On the Inside

few jokes (he said people often confuse
erman), Gephardt managed to touch

p.

2

J<lson Frank Turns 1()

p.

')

Sidebar: Interviewing I h>rror Stories

budget, instead focusing on education

and aid to urban areas. Starting with a

him for Dan Quayle or the CNN weath

\\'omen's International I Iuman Rights Symposium

A Challenge to Dick GepharJt

away from current hot-button issues

p.

several areas of concern in a half-hour

speech and then stayed to field ques
tions from the audience.

6

p. 11

Please see Gephardt, p. 4
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Sponsors WolDen's International
HuiDan Rights SyiDposium

WLSA

Event Inspired by Fourth World Conference on
BY

Women in Beijing, China

KRISTEN FLYNN

Special to the RG
Inspired by the Fourth Wor ld Con

ference on Women, held earlier this fall

in Beijing, China, the Women Law Stu

dents Association will sponsor a full
day symposium on women's interna

tional human rights on Saturday, No

will be supplemented in the afternoon

by issue-specific panel discussions

tracking a number of the topics identi

fied in the Conference Platform for

Action as critical areas for concern. The

afternoon panels will address the effects

vember 4th. Featuring over 20 speak

of war and occupation on women; vio

at the recent Beijing Conference, the

mutilation, which panel will include the

ers, most of whom were in attendance

perspective of a woman who underwent

Beijing event and will bring women's

six in Ethiopia; and women's economic

female genital mutilation at the age of

human rights issues to the attention of

and political empowerment, drawing on

posium will be co-sponsored by the

Beijing conference as well as the out

the law school community. The sym
Michigan Journal of Gender and Law,
and it is anticipated that articles by se

lected symposium panelists will be pub
lished in a future Journal issue.

Convened by the United Nations

to address the gender concerns that have

the treatment of these issues at the
side expertise of the individual panel

ists.

The afternoon session will also

include an address by University of

M i ch i gan

Professor

Catharine

MacKinnon, who has been on leave

from the Law School representing pro

historically been neglected by tradi

bono Croatian and Muslim women and

Beijing Conference itself will serve as

sexual atrocities. Professor MacKinnon

tional conceptions of human rights, the

the focus of the morning symposium
sessions.

Keynote speaker Donna

Sullivan, Director of the Women and the

Law Project of the Washington, D.C.
based Human Rights Law Group, will

children victims of Serbian genocidal
will present a talk entitled,

Rape .liS

"

Genocide in War �d Peace."

'··

Planning for the symposium 'on

women's intermitional human rights

b e g a n last spring and continued

offer her perspective on the Beijing con

drun>ughout thes�er under the l��

nowned human rights expert, to be fol

Chair Gayle Zilber.. Although entirely

litical context and outcomes of the Con

been made possible due in large part to

morning panel include JeffMeer of the

backing of Dean Lehman and to gener

ference, providing the insights of a re

lowed by a panel discussion of the po
ference. Scheduled participants in the

U.S. Department of State, who was in

strumental in securing access to the

Linda McReynolds
Mike Muczynski
Adam Parsons
Jacqueline Payne

Mike Sachs

Jeremy Shere

Glynn Washington

The Res Gestae is published biweekly dur

ions expressed in bylined articles are those

ous contributions from a number of

versity of Michigan Law School. Opin
of the authors and do not necessarily
represent the opinions of the editorial staff.
Articles may be reprinted without pennis

o t h e r Law School and University

sion, provided that the author and the Res

Symposium organizers hope to obtain

·
Mailingaddress

mission, who spearheaded the effort to

and through the sale of mugs and tee

Action language regarding nondiscrimi-

Students wanting to learn more

This overview of the Beijing event

Jason Frank

the enthusiastic support and financial

additional financial support at a bake

nation on the basis of sexual preference.

Kim Casey

ing the school year by students of the Uni

Rachel Rosenbloom of the International

include in the Conference Platform for

Staff:

student organized, the symposium has

groups and outside organizations. The

Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Com

Chief:
Jonathan Brennan
Chrysanthe Gussis

Editors In

ership of WLSA SpeakerS Cqmmfttee

Beijing Conference for non-govern

mental organizations world-wide; and

http://www. umich.edu/-youngsd/

sowihr.html.

lence against women; female genital

symposium will provide an opportunity
for discussion of the outcomes of the

ing speakers are affiliated may obtain

additional information by linking to the
symposium's World Wide Web page at

Gestae are credited and notified.

Law School
Hutchins Hall

shirts.

about either the symposium or any of

the organizations with which participat-

The Res Gestae

The University of Michigan

sale at the Law School on October 25th

48109
(313) 998-7976

Ann Arbor, Ml

E:.Ma.il;.

Phone:

jbrennan@umich.edu,
cgussis@umich.edu
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Symposium on Women's International Human Rights
November 4 & 5, 1995

presented by the Women Law Students Association

"Shofar. image used by permission.

FEATURED SPEAKERS

+

1994 Lynne Feldman.

Catharine MacKinnon• Donna Sullivan • Susan Davis • Frances Olsen
plus 16 other big players from the United Nations, the U.S. State Department, Non-Governmen
tal-Organizations and academia

PANEL TOPICS

The Beijing Conference in Perspective, Violence against Women, Effects of War and Occupation
upon Women, Confronting Female Genital Mutilation: Asylum as Remedy?, and Economic and
Political Empowerment of Women.

COME HEAR WHY WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS SBOUU> BE A SPECIAL AND SEPAitATE FIELD OF ENDEAVOR:
•

Learn about the experience of female

•

Meet the woman the Chinese

•

genital mutilation from a woman who

authorities harassed and chased in front

underwent the mutilation at age 6 and

of international news cameras.

over whether to include rights for gays
and lesbians from the woman who
spearheaded the issue.

still suffers.
•

Find out about trafficking in women

- a global problem on the rise.

FuNDRAISING

Hear about the Beijing controversy

•

Listen to MacKinnon's characterization

of rape as genocide.

Indulge yourself for a cause at our fundraising

bake sale on OcroBEK 25m where you can also

buy t-shirts and mugs that commemorate the event.
And, if you're really generous, join our SPONSORS which include such notables as Dean Lehman,

The Res Gestae, Zingerman's, the International Institute, Women's Studies, the International Law
Society, Professor St. Antoine, Yes Yogurt & S andwich, the Center for Education of Women, and
many others!

DoNT FORGET to purchase a copy of the spring/summer issue of the Journal or Gender and Law which plans to include
articles from symposium panelists. We hope to see you in November!
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Civil Rights
continued from p.

Gephardt

continuedfrom p. 1

1

Welfare Panelists Amy Wax
(Prof., University of Virginia
Law) and Lisa Crooms (Prof.,
Howard University Law) spoke
at sharp ideological odds con
cerning conceptions of "family"
in the current welfare debate.
Wax asserted the need to pro
mote the importance of two-par
ent families by addressing ille
gitimate birth as a serious social
problem, while Crooms ques
Photo by Jon Brennan
tioned unequivocally privileging
Derek BeU, distinguished professor Dlld civilrights
the two-parent family as a nec
lawyer, spoke about the power of Bklck gospelmu·
essarily preferable social norm.
sic and its potenliDlto transcend racialbarriers.
According to Symposium
Coordinator Vieux, the panelists were put African-Americans in Congress
carefully chosen to include diverse and than to outnumber Republicans," said
oftentimes conflicting viewpoints. "We Symposium attendee Valarie Tatem. "It
mean to push people," he said, "to make may not be the overall solution, but it's
them challenge their beliefs about race an immediate concern."
Professor Bell's address drew the
and civil rights issues."
Day two featured panels on voting day's largest crowd. Beginning with
rights and the role of the media in shap several phrases of a Black spiritual sung
ing affmnative action, as well as Bell's in a high tenor, Bell spoke about the
power of Black gospel music and its
address.
Michigan Law Professor Richard potential to transcend racial barriers. A
Pildes, acting as commentator on the gifted storyteller, Bell mesmerized the
voting rights panel, set forth the propo- crowd by reading from his fictional ac-

"It's more important, right now, to put African,
Americans in Congress than to outnumber
Republicans.

It may not be the overall solution,

but it's an immediate concern."
sition that re-drawing voting districts to
increase the number of Black represen
tatives in Congress might adversely af
fect minority concerns by reducing the
overall number of Democrats in the
House of Representatives. Other pan
elists, including Laughlin McDonald,
Director of the Southern Regional Of
fice of the ACLU, argued that notwith
standing Pildes' statistically based cau
tion, race is too important an issue to
ignore the lack of direct minority rep
resentation in Congress. Audience
members sided, for the most part,
against Pildes.
"It's more important, right now, to

count of a Black womens' protest.
Clearly moved, the audience followed
Bell's closing remarks with a long
standing ovation.
Organized and planned by the
newly established Michigan Journal of
Race and Law, the two day Symposium
drew hundreds of participants from
across the country. Jacob Willig, a law
student at the University of Iowa, at
tended the Symposium with a school
group.
"The symposium was extremely
well-organized," he said, adding, "they
had great speakers."

+

Although for much of his speech
Gephardt stayed away from specifics,
the Minority Leader did propose ideas
for changing political campaigns. He
proposed a constitutional amendment
that would allow legislators to infringe
First Amendment rights when it came
to the regulation of political campaigns.
Gephardt said that if that amendment
was ratified, he would try to pass two
bills: one preventing candidates from
campaigning until six weeks before an
election, the other banning all pay TV
ads.
Questions to the Minority Leader
ranged from topics such as education,
civility in modem day politics, student
loans for state colleges, and ways to
improve the condition of urban dwell
ings.
Though he received warm ap
plause, Gephardt got a cool reaction
from at least a few students.
"I thought he was evasive and
vague," said first-year student Bryn
Sappington. "If he had just chosen a
topic, it would have improved his
speech."
First-year student Sam Angus con
curred. "My basic impression was that
he didn't say much of substance. I
would have liked him to address the
problems the Democratic party is fac
ing, and he didn't talk about one of
them."
First elected to Congress from Mis
souri in 1976, Gephardt was influen
tial in the monumental tax debate of
1986. The Democrats named Gephardt
Majority Leader in 1989, a position last
ing until 1994, when the Republicans
gained the House majority. Gephardt
now serves as the Minority Leader.
Gephardt's relationship with Presi
dent Clinton has been cool, at best.
There were rumblings immediately af
ter the 1994 elections that the Minority
Leader would challenge Clinton in the
Democratic primaries, but he has shown
no signs of challenge in the last six
months.
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Doo Doo Dooo Doo Doo,
You Say It's Your Birthday. ..
BY JASON FRANK
RG Quilting Bee Correspondent

Today, perhaps at the very minute

that makes me young. (Rehnquist, the

you read this, I turn 23. Yes, twenty

Emperor. Scalia, always should walk

three years ago today, some lady drunk

5. I have done 20 law flCID inter

and told me her name was "Mom." Of

into a room with Darth Vader music.
Souter, Chewbacca - because ( 1)

to one wearing a flannel, that makes me

Chewbacca makes a bunch of noise

course, life was hard for me in those

young ... and stupid.

without saying anything and (2) no one

early years, that is until a strange bene

knows what Chewbacca is supposed to

on Tequila shot me out her pee pee hole

views, that makes me old. I showed up

VERDier: YoUNG,

STUPID

factor started sending me money and
my neighbor Ms. Havisham introduced
me to Estelle. Wait a second, I didn't
have a neighbor named Ms. Havisham,

I talked about Supreme Court

I lived in an apartment building, with
my two sisters, and that handy man,
Schneider, who always left his tool belt,
and wait a second... oh never mind.
The point is that today I am twenty
three years old, and for the ftrSt time in
my life I am starting to feel that word

Justices with Matt Wilk, that makes me
old. But we were deciding which Star
Wars character each Justice should be,
that makes me young.

"old." I wonder why that is, maybe it
has something to do with me wearing a
suit every day this month and telling
strangers how excited I am about an

1800 billable hour work year and their

be either.

new improved partnership track pro

Merciless's daughter.

gram. (Side thought: You know when

switched films, but sometimes Ming's

you ask these people what they like

daughter is mean, and other times she

about their firm, and they say, "the qual
ity of the work," and then you know
ingly nod your head. Well, what does
"quality of work" mean?) Any way, I
have been running through a test to see
if I'm more old than young, or more
young than old, and I thought I would
share it with you.

O'Connor - M i n g the
I know, I

VERDier: YOUNG
3. I went out drinking every school
night last week, that makes me young.
I stayed home Saturday night and could
only think about how great it felt to be
sober, that makes me old.

VERDier:

OLD

games of flag football, that makes me
young. Since then, my body has been a

walking shrine to pain, every movement

4. I participated in making fun of

of my quadriceps forcing a new and

leather jacket, screams when he lifts
weights, and flexes his biceps in the

VERDier:

OLD

2. I talked about Supreme Court
Justices with Matt Wilk, that makes me
old. But we were deciding which Star
Wars character each Justice should be,

W hoo Hoo!! I'm still the same.
That means I can celebrate this birth
day, just like I celebrated all the other
birthdays in my past. I'll go get a drink
down at the Regal Beagle, tell Roger to
steal Piggy's glasses, and spend the rest
of the night cruising with

my foster

brothers Arnold and Willis, ... ok fine,
we'll bring along Sam (stupid little red
head country singer, always trying to
cut in on my fun).

that lL who always wears vests and a

more intense frre through my bones, that
makes me old.

like, immature, stupid

Turning 23 hasn't changed me one bit.

does nice things for Flash.)

1. The other day I played four

FINAL VERDier: I am young, loser

mirror at the gym, (we call him Fonzie),
that makes me young and immature. I
just used the term IL, that makes me...
well it doesn't actually make me old,
just kind of loser-like.

VERDier: YoUNG, IMMATURE,

LoSER-LIKE

Tm-: RG

WELCOMES COLUMNS

FROI\1 STUDENTS,
STAlL

FACULTY,

OR

PLEASE SUKMIT KOTII A

IIAI<DCOPY

ANI> A DISK VERSION OF

)(Jt;J\ (()Llli\1.\i TU "I IlL
PENDAH.I:X,

RG

Tllllm FLouR,

HuTCiliNS HALL
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. An Open Letter to Richard Gephardt
HUGH BROOKS

This is a very condensed version ofa lener I wrote to House Minor
ity Leader Richard Gephardt after hearing him speak at the law
school. Will he respond? I'm not holding my breath.
October 10, 1995

Dear Congressman Gephardt:
I am writing to present you with a challenge. I am a second

year student at your alma mater the University of Michigan Law
School. I attended your speech here on October 6 and I was pleased

to see you stand up for the universal right to quality education. I

was also inspired by your emphasis on making sure individuals have
the resources necessary to exercise personal initiative and reach their
full potential as productive citizens.
But your talk also left me somewhat dissatisfied. In addition to
the general statements you made about society and education, you
also touched on some particular aspects of the learning environ
ment at this law school. Most specifically, one of my classmates
asked you about the lack of focus on social responsibility in the law
school curriculum. Your response was essentially that our required
legal ethics course covered that concern. You added that as stu
dents at a highly regarded law school, we are preparing to become
powerful players in society at large who will be able to continue the Michigan tradition of giving back to the law school and
to our communities.

I have no quarre l with that description, as far as it goes, of the law school's commitment to social responsibility. I

disagree, however, that it reflects all that the law school is doing in this regard, nor do I believe that the law school is doing
enough. In addition to a legal ethics course, we have some clinics and practical courses that provide us with tools for

attacking injustices visited upon the underrepresented in our society. Moreover, through the aggressive political efforts of

public interest-minded students, we have convinced the law school to set up a public service programs office to counsel
students on public interest careers, and a loan repayment assistance program to provide us with incentive to choose lower
paying public interest jobs upon graduation.
To help you understand why I think all of these important qualities are not sufficient to meet this law school's obliga
tion to promote social responsibility, I should clarify what I mean when I use the term social responsibility. I define social
responsibility as something more than professional ethics and a willingness to give one's time and money back to the
community. To me, social responsibility is a profound commitment to an enduring set of values which demands much
sacrifice and hard work. For me, and for thousands of law students like me, the most effective way to exercise that

commitment is through a career in public interest law.
It is true that I could have a tremendous impact on society by working my way up the ladder in the private sector and

exerting in a positive way the influence that attends economic ascendancy. But it is also true that my socio-economic

background, and my practical experiences in both the public and the private sector, have brought me around to the conclu

sion that I am better suited to and can have the greatest positive impact in the public interest sector.

One thing you said in passing as you responded to the social responsibility question has stuck in my mind. You

mentioned that law students here "all don't have to go work for a legal services agency." That may be true, but it is also true
that some of us are driven by a particular sense of commitment which demands that we choose a career in indigent or other
public interest-oriented legal services. We may not "have" to do it, but our goals and values are such that we must do it.
I mentioned that our school has a loan repayment assistance program. Unfortunately, the scope of the program is
extremely limited, and the practical upshot is that those of us who want to do public interest work after law school still face
the ominous obstacle of tremendous debt. T here are other ways in which the law school falls short of creating a nurturing

environment for public interest-minded students, but this is among the most important.

Please see

Open

Letter, p. 10
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Letters to the Editors:

To the Editors:
Although gut instinct and common

To convict OJ in the face of the

sponsibility, the criminal process can

sense tell me that OJ is guilty as hell, I

abhorrent behavior of the LAPD would

not work. Even so, we are prevented

cannot disagree with the jury's verdict.

have been contrary to justice. It is not

from exercising individual, or vigilante,

Looking at the whole ugly mess, I have

the role of the LAPD, or any other po

justice to make amends for the errors

to say that the proper conclusion was

lice department, to trample the rights

within the system. This dichotomy re

reached. This is an uncomfortable and

of those individuals that they believe

sults in the frustration of the American

an unfortunate stand to have to take, one

committed a crime. It is their role to

people, particularly those who have his

that deeply saddens me, because two

act in a non-prejudicial manner and to

torically gotten the short end of the stick

innocent people were viciously slaugh

gather evidence according to law and

when the criminal process fails- minori

tered. No other result, however, would

rule until such a time as the preponder

ties.

have been just.

ance thereof warrants the arrest of the

When I speak of justice, I do not

likely suspect.

And that is it.

OJ Simpson was never on trial. On

The

trial was the LAPD and every other po

speak in terms of Nicole and Ron.

LAPD,

or any other department, does

lice agency that has ever abused their

There is no justice for them or for their

not have the power to first decide for

power and position. And they lost. The

families, and there never will be, be

itself who is guilty and then arrange the

American public, especially the minor

cause nothing can bring them back.

evidence to prove it. At least, it should

ity population, has grown tired of the

And, thanks to the unparalleled bun

not. And if it has usurped that power,

abandonment of the criminal process.

gling of the LA Coroner's Office and

that usurpation cannot be sanctioned by

Fortunately, the process can work if

a verdict that supports such practices.

each player- the police, the prosecution,

the

LAPD,

we will never truly know

who committed their murders absent a

The police are the most crucial

the defense- acts within their roles. Par
ticularly the police.
Every individual, no matter the

OJ Simpson was never on trial.

On trial was the LAPD and

race, color or creed, should appreciate

every other police agency that has ever abused their power and

does not stand for OJ's innocence, for

position.

And they lost.

The American public . . . has grown

tired of the abandonment of the criminal process.

the OJ verdict for what is stands for. It
almost certainly he is not and equally
as certain he will get what's coming to
him. Rather, it stands for the hope that
someday, if ever they are charged with
a crime and the evidence against them
is as tainted by police misconduct as it

actors in the entire judicial scheme be

was in this case, perhaps the jury will

When I speak of justice I speak in

cause it is they who stand between the

once more have the courage to stand up

much larger terms. I speak of the goals

guilt and innocence of an individual.

and tell the police again that those prac

of the justice system that we as a soci

It is the police who are solely respon

tices are not acceptable. The jurors

ety have established as a fairer form

confession from the guilty party.

sible for the investigation of crime

for the OJ trial took great pains to

than and a better alternative to vigilan

scenes, the gathering of evidence, the

send that message to police agencies

tism. One of the fundamental goals is

arrest of suspects and their interroga

across this country. And perhaps, if

to find and punish the guilty while pro

tion, among other duties. They have

there is any measure of justice for Nicole

tecting the innocent. That goal is re

tremendous power. When they do their

and Ron, it will be that finally they sat

job right, they reflect all that is good

up and listened.

flected by the imperative to presume the
accused innocent until proven guilty

and desirable within the system. As a

beyond a reasonable doubt. That stan

result of their efforts, guilty people are

dard reflects our desire as a society to

punished, innocent people are pro

release a guilty man in preference to

tected, and justice is served. When they

convicting an innocent one. It repre

do a shoddy job, however, the result is

sents our hope as individuals that we

quite different. At best, crime goes un

will not be convicted of a crime that we

punished.

At worst, innocent people

did not commit. It stands for an ideal

are convicted and sent to prison, or even

that we, both as a society and as indi

executed.

viduals, cannot afford to abandon.

When the police abandon their re-

Sincerely
Karen Barna

WRITE TO THE RG .
jBRENNANiDlUMICH.EDU
CGUSSJS0lUMICH.EDU
..

WE I{ESEIWE TilE KIGI!T TO EDIT :\LL
LETTERS IN TilE INTEREST OF SPACE.
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___

This Week: The Exam

lL arrives at room

adjective

Mindy's Fun Page

&

(the

------

three digit number
beginning with 1 or 2

She has brought:

-------'

pick one:

double digit

__, --------J

pick one: a) aspirin

snack food with loud wrapper or skin

b) sudafed
c) crack

------

. The proctor walks in carrying a stack of

and several blue

pic k one: a) 5 pens

snot absorbing material

minutes before her exam.

_________

a) coke
c) R.C. (as if!)

_______

__

seeking a tax break

b) pepsi

_,

room)

law firm

5-letter noun beginning
w /''b"" and ending wI "s"

b) 10 pens
c) 53 pens

------ and passes them out.

Proctor: I assume you are all here for Professor

's

diminutive faculty wonderkid

items having a disproportionate
effect on law students" futures

letter in middle of alphabet

s

? All of you using

and

Torts exam, and your last names fall between

way French people say "the"

obsolete office equipment

should pick up your tickets now.
Proctor: (addressing remaining students) You all look like you just might
since

ya, I've been

euphemism for reading

Well, let me tell

projectile activity

yet!

and no one has left here
year LoyeBoat aired

condidion associated
with Milkmen, Kennedys

the paper in front o f

and Presidents

law students

On this exam you may consult your

but you may nQt consult ____._

or your

unconscionably priced hardcover

You have

___ _ __

material written by

non-retunable paperback/

Sam Feder

only thing you actually read

to complete the test. You may now

Before turning over the exam

your exams.

what men do after orgasm

deceptively short time period
__

1L

------ ·

felt confident in her ability to

it. After all, she had memorized
forceful verb

However, at first glance the exam question made less sense than

Pick:

a) common law antecedents to tort doctrine

One

b) vote split on all supreme ct. cases
c) name of professor's dog
___

Pick one: R.G. Madlibs

wished that she had gone to

1L

Dr. G column
_____

. T he first question was a
one of schools tied with
U of M in "U.S. News" survey

torts fact pattern. It involved a

at "Touchkeepers" in the town of

make-believe scenario supiciously

noun describing what Notre

like incident that actually happened

Dame 1hink:! the"lrish" do

One law student

_
____

name of law school buiding

another in a scuffle over which one was the

est in the school.
word commonly preceding "ass"

phrase describing what
McGruff does to crime

Following the altercation, a call was placed to the school's

in which several

glorfied fundraiser

s were

_____

words used by Kamisar

ed. The

suffered

aforementioned fundraiser

noun describing cows teat

as a result.

common psychosis

to describe cops
__

lL

thought she

issues of

adjective commonly attached to leopords

------

Pick one:

a) res ipsa loquitor,

and -----Pick one: a) proximate cause,

b) ipsa dixit, or

b) probable cause, or

c) veni, vedi, vici

c) cause celebre

The Res Gestae
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thought the second question seemed familiar. This may have been because she had

lL
-------

or perhaps because it was the plot of last week's episode of

Pick One: a) memorized the fact patterns of

1000 Torts cases

·

-------

Pick one:

a) Melrose Place

b) discussed the exact same hypo in case club

b) Murder One

c) seen it on reserve at the library

c) Dr.

The third question was a policy question about

Quinn, Medicine Woman

------

indeciferable concept professor wrote tenure paper on

-answer segment requiring

Finally, there was a

__

word meaning "pretty long"

lL

to choose among

the following:
1)

The reasonable man is neither reasonable, nor a man. Discuss.

2)

Who would win in an arm-wrestle between the Eggshell Plaintiff and the Fertile
Octogenerian?

3)

What's a "but for"?

Baffled by each of these, _realized that she was.

____ .

lL

of her exam and

at the top

She wrote

adjective

a) P/F, or b) gonna hurl!

out of the room.
verb

R.G. lrtdex
Likelihood that the guys who drive the Oscar Meyer hot-dog vehicle refer to it is the "Wiener Truck": 87%
Likelihood that any vehicle 3L Mike Dubay drives is known as "the Wiener Truck": 92%
Percentage of Cherokees, Pathfinders, and Explorers with New York plates in Ann Arbor that have seen off
. road action: 3
Average number of minutes of MTV's "Singled Out" that can be watched without cringing
on behalf of the participants: 2.5
Average minutes actually watched: 30
Percent chance that a letter from a firm contains good news: 1
Fair market value of advance copy of first-year face book among 2Ls and 3Ls: $25
Amount of brain-power required at SAM to take Comm.Trans., in watts: 90
Estimated amount of brain-power of any third year student who is silly enough to take Comm. Trans, in watts: 15
Number of first years who think that "strict construction" means you �can't cross the yellow tape in the Quad: 11
Average amount of time needed to wait before getting a computer in Room 200, in menstrual cycles: 1.5
Rank of "Ability to Perform Tandem Schtick" as hiring criteria for incoming professors (from Yale): 3
Chances that Michigan pulls its next quarterback from the Law School IM football team: 1 in 17
Number of people signed up for Campbell Moot Court: 78
Number of people who will turn in briefs: 46
Number of people with "Moot Court" on their resumes: 94
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Letter

continuedfrom p. 6
It is in this light that I issue to
you my challenge. Your notion of
social responsibility as I understand
it places a premium value on the ob
ligation to give back to the commu
nity. Ichalleneyou
tohelpestab
e

lish a public interest scholarship
fundattheUniversitvofMichiean

LawSchool. The fund could take a

variety of forms. It could be a gen
eral fund that prioritizes the specific
needs of public interest-oriented stu
dents, or it could be dedicated to a
single pressing need, such as loan re
payment assistance. It could be an
earmarked fund that is fed by contri
butions from v arious law school
alumni, or it could be based on seed
money from a foundation.
Remember that the international
Peace Corps was established after
Michigan graduate students chal
lenged President John F. Kennedy to
make the concept a reality. President
Bill Clinton was elected on a plat
form that stressed public service on
the domestic front. As a ranking
leader within the Democratic Party,
you are well-suited to help us take at
least a small step towards realizing
President Clinton's public service
mandate. Thank you for your atten
tion. I look forward to your response.

Where do you find the time to...

to tlze p119o]s office,
da,�h- to stttd:J.' group,
dlg throttglz- il1e libratyj
assert1ble qttotes,
an1zott1te class 'tnatel·itll,
search & 1""l!searcll,
get th at note to prof,
br·iefcases,
fi11d cites,
see if StL.'\alz ktzows,
"ottt[i
"t •t ite,.1,,.it,
wt t ,e It , p1 ,.,nt zt,
cttt t11ztl paste,
copy. collate_, asse1nble...
rtl11

-

.l

..

f'r(j

.

4

.

.

.

ill

..

Sincerely,
Hugh Brooks

Here.
Introducing the LEXIS-NEXIS Student Office.
The LEXIS-NEXISservices, Folio VIEWS®, The LEXIS Online Connection, Law Schools
Online Global E-mail Network, the Jurisoft Legal Toolbox products & much, much more,
all integrated into an easy-to-use suite that takes a lot of the work out of your work.
Another first from the first in online. Call1-800-528-1891 for more information.

LEXIS"· NEXIS"
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Been a little stressed lately? IL's
made their first attempt at memo writ
ing, and are looking forward to a fun
filled weekend ofi.R.A.C. and the blue
book, 2L's are winding up the on-cam
pus interviews and (hopefully) trying to
schedule all those fly-backs, and 3L's
are so busy planning how to spend all
their future earnings they can hardly
find time to attend class. Although we
usually like to focus on the outlets for
all this stress (i.e. the ABBA party, S.
Division's classy cocktail party,
Bamight at Ricks...), we thought this
week we'd just share some of the stress
stories- misery loves company.
INTERVIEW HORROR STORIES!

Assuming you can get an interview
(this week 1 scheduled and 5 wait-list
seems to be the norm... ) here's what you
can expect:
Ql: What does the lith amend
ment say? (Among the best possible
answers; "If you had J.B. White you
wouldn't know either.")
Q2: Interviewer asks, "Do people
like you here?" Interviewee responds,
"Yeah, I mean I think so.... " The inter
viewer looks at her incredulously and
says, "No, no, I mean it, honestly, do
people really like you ?" (Not a good
sign).
Q3:
After attacking an
interviewee's personal views on abor
tion, the interviewer patronizingly says,
"Well, its 'nice' that you have such
strong views about something."
Interviewee's reaction: "At least I got
to say penis in an interview."
At least those people were paying
attention. Imagine trying to explain
why you have ties to a town (where
you've never been) and having the in
terviewer look up distractedly and
shout, "Oh my god, there's a hair in my
coffee!" (I feel pretty confident that she
was listening). That's almost as bad as
the guy who yawned obnoxiously all the
way through an interview without even
pretending to feel bad about it. (Really
hooked him there).
And what's with interviewers ask
ing students to accompany them on all
these random personal journeys? One

•
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r
guy asked his interviewee to accompany
him to the water fountain. As she was
explaining why she was interested in the
firm, the interviewer took out his con
tact lens, rinsed it in the fountain, and
ask her repeatedly, "Is it in? Is it in?"
Equally charming and profes
sional, another interviewer asked her
interviewee to show her to the women's
bathroom. Which wouldn't be so bad,
except she invited the student into the
bathroom, and began conducting the
interview while seated in the stall.
Classy.
On the up side, we do appreciate
the "Bar-backs". One Chicago firm
generously took a bunch of us out to
Ashley's and both the interviewers and
interviewees got tanked. (L uckily, they
were too drunk to remember who they
liked and seem to have invited the
whole bar for fly-backs). Other firms

have been doing dinner and drinks all
over Ann Arbor. We have to say
congrats to Jason Frank, who got the
best ding letter yet. It said, essentially,
"the firm doesn't want you- but I do
- here's my number if you're ever in
L .A." And we were pretty impressed
with Drew Colfax who bucked the sys
tem and wore a bright green ensemble
to his interview. (Two questions, did it
work? and if so, how does one top that
outfit at the fly-back?).
Weii, we know that there are more
- but that should be enough to make the
3L's count their money again, the 2L's
thank god that it's almost over, and give
the 1L's something to look forward to.
(Go work on those writing samples and
study hard- it seems grades do mat
ter).

+

, --------------------,

WEDNESDAY
IS LAw ScHOOL NIGHT AT

R
THIS

I C K

I

s

COUPON GOOD FOR
FREE ADMISSION

(WITH NO LINE)
UNTIL

11

P.M.

THI S WEDNESDAY:

$1

PITCHERS

ALL IMPORT PINTS
VALID UNTIL

12/1/95

$2.50

L--------------------�
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Menage A Trois
2 on top makes a better bop

Seems the Law School/B-School
Halloween Party is upon us again. Ap

we thought of some suggestions for our
erstwhile professors:

parently, we are going back to Barn

Jerry Israel (aka Nick Tortelli from

The Metaphysical
Dr. G
O
This is an elite institution.
��
ltis elite
-y•

stormers. This establishment is known

"Cheers" ) could dress up as Bully

You pu?'o�ely chose to a
.
mstltutlon.

for its proud display of Hooter's and

and hand out bags of urine. (If you

You are, then, an elitist.

Confederate Flags and has a parking lot

haven' t encountered this hypo ... you

By being an elitist you proclaim
(subconsciously or consciously)

full of more pick-up trucks than any
trailer park in Jefferson City, MO. The

haven't lived.)
•

beer cups are smaller than the men, the

interesting and hand out pocket

dance floor doubles as a boxing ring,
the local patrons in the bar downstairs

sized copies of the GATT.
•

are all related, and the B-School stu

out Oil of Olay.
•

follow our lead and BYOB on the bus

Tom Kauper could dress up as ei
ther Pierson or Post and hand out

ride over - just go as a 7th y ear associ
ate, pre-rehab. We grow n ostalgic re

Professors Croley and Logue could
dress up as 2 1 year olds and hand

dents will almost talk to you once they
get a good buzz on. We suggest you

John Jackson could pretend he is

dead foxes. Now that's good eatin' !
•

Yale Kamisar could dress up as the

cal l i ng the free tequ i l a shots at

quad amputee with the blow gun in

Domino's Farms two years ago.

the loose-weave basket and hand

Halloween at the law school re

out autographed copies of Miranda

minds us of another time-honored tra

Warnings.

dition: post-party streaking across the

frisk ya' .. .in that intimate N.Y.P.D.

Law Quad. 3L's will fondly remember

way.

the Halloween Buck Run of about 20

•

If you're lucky, he'll

We think that Professor Reed is just

that you are better than others.
You are right.
That which cannot compete with you is
inferior.
"Others" are inferior.
Others may include races, cultures, or
genders.
To acknowledge such superiority is not
bad.
To deny such superiority is to deceive
no one.
Superior persons do superior things.
Superior persons are not thwarted in
accomplishment by inferior
persons.
Inferior cultures or persons are often
absorbed by superior cultures or
persons.
This is a result of the superiority of one

men and 2 women who exposed them

so dapper & adorable . . . he could

selves by the light of the full moon.

trick-or-treat with us and hand out

Unlike the Princesses, we will refrain

copies of "GQ" to the job-hunting.

result of the evil or the malice of

from naming names. It is now the re

(We recommend a pass on wearing

sponsibility of the l L's to keep it up

vests to your interviews . . . yeah, we

the superior.
The superior has the right of superiority

(God knows the 3Ls couldn't). Much

saw you.)

to our dismay, we have heard that the

•

Nancy Kreiger can go as - we know

beloved "J-arch" - the genesis of this

- a scapegoat, & she can deliver

naked bacchanalia - is now all women .

bunches of sour grapes to those left

We expect a good showing from you

in town that flyback weekend. (A

ladies .. .leave your Wonderbras at home

spontaneous "Booooo ! ! ! " ri ngs

versus the inferiority of the other.
The collapse of the inferior is not the

just as the inferior has the right of
inferiority.
It is the right of the superior to have its
superiority take its natural course
against the inferior.

Beverley Pooley could be John

The natural course of the superior is to
subsume the iferior.
They are the inferior.
It is your right to defeat "them."

lads will dethrone the reig ning king,

Houseman and hand out martinis

Welcome to Room 200.

Brian Gonzales (3L), whose Buns of

and Manhattans - his specialties!

& set your people free. A fi nal word 
we doubt that any of you eager young

Steel have brought joy to the hearts of

from the majority of 2L's.)
•

•

so many.

Terry Sandalow should go as the
teacher from the Charlie Brown

The trio beseeches this year's

movies (Wawawa .. ) and give out

partygoers to infuse their costumes with
originality. Last year there were more

•

that he wear the red bow (it's a Shan

Catharine MacKinnon could "let

non Dougherty fetish). Instead, we will

cheap cow costumes than you could

her hair down" and be Cousin It

shake a stick at. (Some of the wearers

handing out the Lorena Bobbit sig

are so naturally hairy that they could

nature line of Ginsu knives. ("Clip

have saved some money and just dyed

ping . . . ! 0 yard penalty," say the

their back hair.)

womyn of the trio).

(Oh yeah . . . and the

"Trick or Treat...Suck m y Teat" line

•

won't work this year) We are also de

•

J.J. White can go as Satan.
Jimbo Krier could dress up as Pee

claring a ban on OJ. costumes (unless

Wee Herman and put out . . . ' nuff

you plan to wear only a glove). While

said.

trying to decide what we should wear,

Heathers, but a male of the trois insisted

C's.

We were going to dress up as the

blend with the drunken crowd, search
ing out topics for our next column. A
word to the wise: gossip in the bath
rooms provides fuel for our fire; don't
fall for a drunken cow; and no matter
how many shots you've done, your
knees WILL get scraped if you get
down in the back of a pickup. See you
at Barnstormers !

�·

